
 

  



 

 

Thank you, kind itch.io wanderer, for downloading the first issue of Indie Hell Zone! Indie Hell Zone is a 

monthly accumulation of everything I wrote about that month on my blog. This piece of Hell is dedicated 

to looking at indie games, mostly free, mostly on itch.io. 

Something you’ll notice when going in is that none of these really have review scores, even for the 

articles that are more extensive. I don’t care about review scores and I honestly think they’re bad. I feel 

that it’s something that people put too much stake on. If anything, they just act as confirmation to what 

people expect and those people lash out when that confirmation is not given. Like just look at 

Jimquisition whenever the site gives a game that people think deserve 9-10s something lower. So, for 

my blog posts, I just sort of talk about what the game does and my thoughts on some aspects of it and 

you decide if it’s worth your time. 

Hope you enjoy reading through this and I hope you find the time to check out the games discussed. I’d 

like to hear your thoughts on this and suggestions on moving forward.  Also consider checking out my 

own stuff, I suppose! 

The cover portrays Strawberry Cubes, by Loren Schmidt. 
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CELESTE CLASSIC 
5/1/17 

 
 

CELESTE Classic is a game by Matt Thorson, who you may recognize as the guy behind Towerfall, 

made in collaboration with Noel Berry. The game is made in PICO-8, a fantasy game console whose 

games can be played in the browser. 

You play as a girl climbing up a mountain, a perilous climb with little respite. You got some 

standard tools like a jump and a wall-jump, but you also have a dash move available. The girl does a 

small blast in the given direction, her hair changing color to signify it. The dash doesn't reload until y ou 

touch the ground or pop a balloon (that somehow re-energizes her, I guess). 

You get the ability to dash twice toward the end but aside from that, these are all the tools you 

have - so the levels will be pushing you to make the most of those abilities. The levels are all packed into 

one-screen rooms to navigate that all feel really varied, drifting toward Super Meat Boy-esque difficulty 

toward the latter half. The game controls well for the most part, though I had trouble doing diagonal 

dashes because of this dang keyboard. 

There are these strawberries that you can optionally get, either through speed challenges or by 

opening treasure quests. They just sort of give you something else to aim for. What really appealed to 

me was the speedrunning potential, with a timer counting down while you play, giving some incentive 

for multiple playthroughs. I'm not too good at being speedy, but speedruns are pretty fun to watch, like 

this one. 

"But hold on, why is it called Classic?" Well, I didn't know this going in, but Celeste is getting 

made for consoles. It greatly expands on the original with levels no longer contained to a small space, 

some new mechanics and some fancier graphics to go along with it. It's aiming for a 2017 release, but a 

specific date hasn't been announced yet. Something to look forward to in the future, I guess!  

  

https://mattmakesgames.itch.io/celeste
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0vfaj0bYU0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0vfaj0bYU0
https://youtu.be/7XKSMt7NW6Q
https://youtu.be/7XKSMt7NW6Q


 

MIDNIGHT FIELDS 
5/3/17 

Finally Finish Something Jam was a jam that kicked off at the start of 2017, encouraging devs to 

get an unfinished project done to start the new year right. The jam was started by Second Dimension 

Games, who used the opportunity to finally make and release something they've been kicking around 

for years. 

And so, Midnight Fields came into being. It's a neat top-down shooter game where you play as a 

skeleton with a dapper top-hat, blasting enemies with a bony arm and collecting skulls to loop through 

the levels until you die. 

The shooting system's your standard twin-stick shooter controls, with multiple keyboard 

options. You start out with a weak but plentiful bone pistol, but you can upgrade that into some rad 

weapons by picking up totems. There are four types of totems and holding different combinations of 

two of them wield different weapons. I really liked this mechanic and most of the weapons were fun to 

play around with. A sore point with me was the rail gun, whose hit detection was kinda iffy with me. 

Additionally, movement isn't as smooth as you'd want; if you're moving and switch to the opposite 

direction, the skeleton sort of swerves around like a car, which really feels off. 

The goal of the game is to continually cycle through the four stages for as long as possible, with 

the difficulty escalating as you head on. To get through a stage, you have to collect all the skull items, 

which summons a gate to the next one. Doing so also summons this death cube that's invincible and 

floats toward you ominously while shooting missiles, though it's kinda slow and sometimes just spawns 

somewhere a bit far off, mitigating the pressure to get to the goal. It is a real nice cube to look at 

though. 

https://seconddimension.itch.io/midnight-fields


That brings me to the aesthetics of the game. Like, this game could have just been a shooter 

with basic horror aesthetics, but the enemies are nice and bright against the background, colorful 

atrocities that are put down with just as flashy bullets. Instead of this flashing enemy effect, there's this 

sort of distortion as you shoot enemies that kinda looks like they're splitting apart, which is neat. I wish 

that there could have been more variance with the background, though it still provides a nice contrast 

against the action. This is all accompanied by a nice energized track that helps get those bones pumping. 

Despite minor gripes, I think Midnight Fields is a nice time-waster and it's great that the devs 

finally finished this idea they've had for a while. I feel that everyone always has something they don't 

have time to do or keep putting off and it's always satisfying when it finally gets done. 

 

 



1001 ROGUES 
5/5/17 

 

It is 1868 AD. A pirate is exploring an island lush in greenery, looking for treasure, when she 

finds herself attacked by enemy pirates. Various scofflaws emerge from the trees, to take her down in 

hand-to-hand combat. The pirate doesn't need to rely on hand-to-hand, however, for she never goes 

exploring without her flintlock pistol and infinite ammo. 

Too bad that she's a bad shot with it. Despite the range advantage, it goes to waste, shots 

frequently missing. Even at point-blank range, her accuracy is abysmal. She raids the gang's rum and 

medical concoctions to fix herself up going forward, but bad luck continues to plague her.  

She steps into another sector of the jungle, a bit better but not by much. The pirate heads on 

cautiously when she ends up encountering another enemy pirate - armed with a gun like her. They 

exchange fire and fortunately, that fellow's just as bad at shooting as she is.  

Unfortunately, the other pirate gets more shots in. 

The pirate's tale ends. But it can continue - at least until the next day. 

The next day is 318 AD, in a mystical Scandinavia. An archer's in a forest of white trees, a land 

for the dwarves. Their goal is not to escape, but to take the dwarves treasure, which would have been 

more fitting for the tale before. The archer doesn't seem to be the good fellow in the story, the dwarves 

appropriately fighting back against some thief. 



They come with a bow, with a better expertise at shooting. However, arrows are less 

trustworthy, initially doing random damage between 1-19 instead of the more consistent damage 

toward the upper-end like the pirate's pistol. Their arrows hit true, but many don't strike deep.  

After robbing three floors of treasure, after shooting through many dwarves that simply wanted 

to protect their property, karma bites back for the archer as they get overwhelmed. 

The next day's another tale. 

 

 

How can you get a whole different aesthetic 

from just a base premise and minor graphics changes? It's all in the imagination, really. It's no different 

from traditional roguelikes that use ASCII graphics. Visually it's all just text symbols, but along with 

accompanying information and imagination, they help convey different worlds. 

The aesthetics also just aren't for show in some respects. The protagonist of each story has a 

character build that reflects the setting. As demonstrated by the above stories, characters that use bows 

in older settings are more accurate but with damage that's inconsistent, while more modern settings has 

characters armed with guns that are reliable damage-wise but not accuracy-wise. Items also get 

changed up depending on the setting. In the ages where pantheons rule, you can find amulets blessed 

1001 Rogues is a browser roguelike game by 

@akaAgar, hosted on Café de Faune. The game 

firmly sits in the territory of coffee-break roguelikes, 

which are roguelikes that are easy to hop into and 

are relatively short to play through. Not to be 

confused with rogue-lites, which has roguelike 

elements and takes just about the same amount of 

time, but also embraces different genres. At least I 

think so. The roguelike/lite discourse is weird. 

The game's framed within a sci-fi take on 

Arabian Nights, told through a slow intro. A sentient 

AI is threatened to be turned off, but much like the 

woman that would have been executed by the king, 

the AI delays its demise by telling stories, a new one 

every day to compel its listener to keep it al ive for a 

while longer. 

Each day presents a different setting and 

different type of character, giving this sort of 

different aesthetic to the game for each day. This is 

honestly a big part of why this game appeals to me. 

A lot of rougelikes, at least from those I've played, 

have mainly been rooted in standard fantasy fare 

and those settings tend to not be very interesting to 

me and it's kinda hard to devote a lot of time in a 

world you're not interested in. 

http://www.cafedefaune.net/fr/jeux/roguelikes/1001rogues/
http://www.cafedefaune.net/en/


by deities that gives temporary stat boosts. In more modern eras, it's possible to find grenades to inflict 

damage to multiple enemies, which wouldn't exist in the past. 

The controls are easy and I feel that the instructions explain them and the gameplay well 

enough for total beginners to get a grasp on it. Arrows keys move, C lets you check on your stats and 

level up, G picks things up, I opens the inventory and U lets you use things directly on the field. F is the 

"fight" button and if you're playing as a character armed with a ranged weapon, it puts out a crosshair 

that you can put on enemies and open fire on, with range dependent on weapon.  

Starting a game gives an easy, normal and hard setting. The setting determines how many levels 

you must go through to get to the end as well as enemy placement. However, the level design and item 

placement stays the same across difficulties and aside from RNG combat, the general game is the same 

across multiple play sessions - at least until the next day. Across multiple playthroughs, you can figure 

out where objectives and helpful items are and make a beeline to them. However, if you want 

completely randomized maps, you're kinda out of luck until the next day.  

The sound design of the game pretty much comes down to sound effects, with weapons giving 

off appropriate noises and a delightful ding ringing when you level up. There's no music, but that's 

pretty understandable. Having all these different settings would call for music with different moods and 

that'd be way too much work. 

From what I saw in the reddit thread announcing 1001 Rogues, the creator is still working on the 

game and I look forward to any future updates this game has. While he hasn't said much on what future 

updates will hold, an upcoming one is the ability to drop items without using it. This is one I really 

welcome, because you're pretty much forced to use items to make some space in your inventory, which 

could waste things that would have come in handy later. 

Personally, what I'd like to see is some anachronisms to spice the game up. Like high tech future 

elves or ancient killer robots. Or maybe even embrace more surreal situations in general. They're small 

things, but these small things are what gives the game its character. 

1001 Rogues is easy to get into and playing a few quick rounds has become a semi -daily habit for 

me. The concept is interesting and it'd be nice to see it kinda evolve in the future.  

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/roguelikes/comments/64zxse/1001_rogues_a_browserplayable_roguelike_with_a/


BUZZKILL 
5/8/17 

 

BuzzKill is a PICO-8 game made by Morning Toast. It is an arcade-y type game where an 

infestation of hostile bees and hives has taken up residence at the top of the screen.  

You play as a machine that will deal with this pest problem! Press Z and you shoot bullets, taking 

out those pesky bees. These jerks will just keep popping out of their hives though and the hives 

somehow multiply over time. To deal with the hives, you use X to puff out smoke upwards. No t only 

does the smoke slow down bees and blocks their shots, but any hives the smoke touches briefly 

becomes vulnerable to shots. Theoretically, you could spray the whole screen with smoke then go wild 

shooting at them, but this is kept in check by the game's power system. A replenishing bar at the bottom 

of the screen decides how fast you're able to shoot, with rapid fire shots coming out when it's near full 

in the green and slowly shooting when the bar is low. Summoning up smoke happens to use up a bunch 

of power, which prevents you from just sort of cheesing the challenge.  

You won't be spending the whole game just fighting these small fry bees, either. Bigger bees get 

thrown into the mix, spawning from a hive that doesn't need to be stunned, but takes mul tiple hits to 

destroy. These bees also need to be hit multiple times and in the meanwhile, they shoot off homing 

bullets that aren't blocked by the smoke. You can blaze through the first two levels, but these tougher 

bees start showing up at the third level, throwing a wrench into things and kicking up the difficulty. Not 

quite bullet hell, but it's certainly more than you'd expect from something that seems like Space 

Invaders on the surface. 

BuzzKill's graphics are vibrant and the music's pretty nice. The game over music definitely helps 

soothe the pain of dying over and over. If you get through the 10-stage challenge mode, you can play 

through an endless mode, offering some replayability. Hit the link up there and give the game a go!  

  

https://morningtoast.itch.io/buzzkill


MUNCHLAX ANALYSIS 
5/10/17 

 

I'm sort of a podcast-junkie and I got a bunch of educational and gaming podcasts on my phone. 

I too have also been taken up by Griffin McElroy cloud and his stuff is also threatening to fill up my 

phone, forcing me to constantly redownload data for phone games. 

Cool Games Inc. is a real interesting thing to listen to. Griffin and Polygon-fellow Nick Robinson 

spends like half-an-hour or more bouncing ideas off of each other for games. A lot of them are ridiculous 

while some are ridiculous and cool. Like The Lodge. I want The Lodge to be real, goddamn it. While that 

has yet to become reality, some fans do take it upon themselves to make some of the Cool Games Inc. 

properties reality. 

Munchlax Analysis is one of those games. Munchlax Analysis is a narrative game made in Twine 

by aliveinthewired, which I'm guessing is a Lain reference. The game is based off of episode 46 of Cool 

Games Inc. The grand idea of Munchlax Analysis was born out of a separate idea for a game where 

musicians fight with abilities based on the names of their songs (which is a rad idea in itself), leading into 

a discussion of the soundtrack of Digimon the Movie, then heading into Pokemon: The First Movie and 

its negative critical reception and decided to make an idea based off of that.  

You play as a film critic tasked with reviewing Pokemon: The First Movie. The game is a standard 

narrative Twine with multiple choices, telling the story of a reviewer struggling to review a movie they 

see as vapid. In between moments of the writer stressing over the review, you piece it together with the 

different choices presented to you, giving an accompanying block of text for the review. The choices 

range from the reviewer being unable to suspend disbelief and questioning the more fantastical 

elements of Pokemon to comparing the movie to other ones to acceptance that the movie isn't for 

them. Most of these choices are negative, reflecting the reception of the movie while feeling like a satire 

of that reception. 

In most circumstances, the paragraphs you've pieced together will lead to you getting fired. 

However, one combination of choices I got presented a victoriously published review made up of all the 

choices I picked, while getting to keep my job. I don't know if there's only one winning combination or 

multiple ones, but reading the review tidbits for each choice is entertaining in itself.  

It's not quite the Papers, Please-esque game envisioned on the podcast, but aliveinthewired still 

succeeds at giving a nice take on the concept. 

https://aliveinthewired.itch.io/munchlax-analysis


 

STRAWBERRY CUBES 
5/12/17 

Strawberry Cubes is a game by Loren Schmidt, available for $2 on itch.io. It presents itself as a 

platformer, a woman exploring a bizarre world full of plants and bones that seems to be falling apart.  

Strawberry Cubes is a game that embraces glitch aesthetics. The walls distort, flashing pinks 

appearing and disappearing. Text can't hold a consistent form in this world, struggling to keep from 

being erased or cycling through different characters. Your character can't jump, but she can slide up a 

wall by pressing against it, an intentional failure of collisions. Visuals sometimes shift for seemingly 

unknown reasons, statues of birds morphing into taller red versions of the protagonist. Even the 

description of the game on itch.io falls into madness, a garble of ramblings and code that's most 

certainly intentional. 

The clearest messages that the game gives you is the instructions in its read me. The woman 

you're playing as walks around with arrow keys or WASD. Space lets her through doors, but if you have 

them, she can also plant seeds that sprout into plants that act as makeshift ladders. K kills her while B 

acts as a teleport to the first room. There are several powers that's told in the instructions that's claimed 

to not be available at the start. 

There are also several powers that you have from the start but are never told about. The 

instructions invite you to try other keys, so I did. "F" summoned up a frog, casually hopping around. The 

frog was also not friendly, hopping into our fellow and killing her instantly. Pressing the correct key 

when confronted with a block of cycling symbols also establishes checkpoints, which will come in useful 

as this is one of those games where you die in one hit.  

https://lorenschmidt.itch.io/strawberrycubes
http://vacuumflowers.com/projects/


Strawberry Cubes is a game of discovery with all of its unknowns, the aesthetics conveying an 

unnatural environment as you explore. You're invited to draw up a map, because while the world's form 

morphs, its structure does not. Where will your explorations eventually lead to? Who knows? You aren't 

given any immediate goals, so, at least starting out, they're a mystery much like everything else. 

I'm actually hesitant to say much more on Strawberry Cubes. I feel that this game is something 

to be played yourself, rather than read about, because I think the whole appeal is exploring this world 

and figuring out what to do and what you can do. It's your journey through a glitch land, trying to find 

coherence and meaning in all this mess. 

Strawberry Cubes is strange for a platformer, so it might not be too appealing to people that 

want to play more standard games. As for me however, it's welcoming in a sea of indie platformers that 

prides itself on super-hard precision platforming. 

 

 



 

 

  



MOOCH: THE ESCAPE 
5/17/17 

 

The game isn't procedurally generated as one might think, rather, you're moving through 

crafted levels. Each world has its own set of levels and when you reach the teleporter at the end, you're 

brought to the start of a random level from the same set - perhaps you'll even get stuck going through 

the same level again, with collected fragments respawned. This encourages memorization of traps you'll 

come across to make later playthroughs easier, though it misses out on any elements of surprise that'd 

keep you on your toes. 

The level looping continues until Blink trips up, another one of those games where the character 

dies in one hit. The final score is based on the number of fragments collected and time spent alive. 

Rather than add to your score however, the time spent alive subtracts points from the score. This sort of 

pushes you to prioritize getting soul fragments and taking risks over merely dodging everything to stay 

alive. 

I'm at a weird position with regards to the game's aesthetics. Mooch tries to go for a dark 

aesthetic and for the official game, I think it works well. Part of why it seems to work well in its original 

context is the darkness effects, with much of the level sort of shrouded, leaving you to rely on Blink's 

vision cone. In The Escape, those effects aren't really there. All these bloodstained saws and traps 

instead exist in a comparatively bright atmosphere and without the proper atmosphere, they seem 

kinda try-hardy. Blink in the meantime still has those lights coming from his eyes, which now feels wildly 

out of place in this spin-off. 

To me it feels that The Escape is just a simple tie-in game for Mooch and if that's what the 

creator's intent was, they succeeded. However, if it's to act as a sort of introduction to Mooch, it just 

doesn't feel fully representative of the original work. 

  

Mooch is a game on Steam where you play 

as a fellow named Blink, wandering around a grim 

world, collecting the fragments of his friend's soul. 

But Mooch isn't the true subject of this 

post! Rather, let's talk about Mooch: The Escape. 

The Escape is sort of a spin-off game 

focused on collecting as much soul fragments as 

possible in an infinite-runner type deal. You move 

Blink onward as spinning blades forces him to 

keep moving, collecting fragments and avoiding 

traps. The traps vary based on the world you're 

playing in, with one world being available from the 

start with others unlocking by meeting score 

requirements. 

http://store.steampowered.com/app/398460/Mooch/
https://crank-goblin.itch.io/moochtheescape


TOKYO 2041 
5/19/17 

The Hotline Miami series is pretty much over, with the possibility of a sequel only existing as an 

April Fool's joke. While it is officially over, the spirit of the series is carried on through fan work. The 

second game has a level editor for people to play around with and there are mods in the works. One 

such mod is Midnight Animal, which originally started out as a continuation of Hotline Miami's story but 

its narrative is now standalone and has become anime. Honestly? Good for that guy, he's doing what he 

wants to do, even if it alienates fans that want more of the traditional stuff. Believe in yourself. 

I found a promising mod that's put out a demo while browsing through itch.io and I think it's 

worth talking about. 

 

A smooth noir theme plays as the title screen of Tokyo 2041 comes into view. Tokyo 2041's a 

mod worked on by various people, led by Pi0h, using music from familiar faces like Perturbator and new 

ones like Hollywood Burns. 

The setting is exactly as the title indicates, taking place in a near-future Tokyo where the yakuza 

controls the government. The 80's aesthetics are swapped out for a tech noir or cyberpunk one, the 

protagonist dressed as a punk rebel fighting against the yakuza in the only way Hotline Miami 

protagonists know how. 

The level select screen is available from the start. The levels are all presented as Blu-ray cases as 

opposed to the second game's VHS covers, which is a nice touch given the setting. You can hop right into 

a level and as the music starts up, you're presented with three play styles: 

 

https://twitter.com/HotlineMiami/status/848248117816434688
https://pi0h1.itch.io/tokyo-2041


• The first gives a silenced shotgun and the ability to use human shields. The shotgun itself is a 

neat weapon, but it actually works against the secondary ability, as it can only be used when 

wielding a one-handed weapon. I also noticed during my playthrough that there are few one-

handed guns available. Also, who actually used body shields in Hotline Miami? I really feel that 

this play style needs changes. 

• The second play style, which I think is the most useful, allows you to walk faster and starts you 

out with a katana. The weapon and effect actually blends well together, as your speed and the 

katana's range can have you slicing people up before they even notice you. 

• The third playstyle also has a katana, but it's permanently equipped, giving you a few throwing 

knives for ranged weapons. It's pretty much Biker but with a katana. 

How's the actual gameplay? It's the same-old Hotline Miami action people want. Fast-paced action 

to great music, gunning enemies down with a character that dies in one hit. There are some glitches, 

which can be expected from a beta demo. One such glitch was standing next to an enemy shooting at 

me, causing them to shoot past me instead, which was honestly kinda funny. 

As for the design of the levels, I honestly think that they're fair. My proble m with playing a lot of the 

Hotline Miami 2 custom levels is that a lot of them fall into overly-hard territory, much like any game 

that has a level editor. Like yeah, it's supposed to be a hard game, but stuffing everything with enemies 

just isn't fun. As for this game, enemy placement is reasonable. The architecture of the levels is also very 

solid and nice to look at, coming off as believable places instead of "bizarre video game land." 

The demo does not have any cutscenes, though a member of the team, Cam, is apparently in charge 

of the script. Nothing's said upfront about the protagonist, though one level has a wanted poster with 

somebody that looks vaguely like them. Maybe they're a freedom fighter villainized by the yakuza 

controlled government. Or maybe they're also a criminal in their own right and is the lesser of the evils. 

We may not know for a while. 

But anyway, Tokyo 2041's a great mod that captures Hotline Miami's spirit while maintaining its own 

aesthetics and I'm looking forward to seeing more of it in the future. 

 


